Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) has become a crucial tool to visualize the exterior morphology and surface structures for samples in both biology and material science. Conventional SEMs are usually limited by relative low resolution and charging effects. Carbon or metal coating is required for insulator samples to minimize charging effects. However, the coating layer can sometimes obscure miniscule surface details and the coating procedure may generate artifacts, which could be confused with the true ultrastrcuture.
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The helium ion microscope (HIM), based on Gas Field Ion Source (GFIS) technology, has a probe size as small as 0.25 nm, which facilitates a new approach to obtain ultra-high resolution images. [1] In particular, the advantages of a HIM over a conventional SEM include substantially higher resolution, greater surface topological details, enhanced material contrast and voltage contrast, a larger depth of field and ion channeling contrast for polycrystalline samples. [2] Besides these, an easy charge control method by using an electron flood gun allows the direct imaging of uncoated biological (or insulator) samples at increasingly high magnification.
The recent development of integrating a neon ion beam into a GFIS column provides a unique opportunity to discover interior morphology and structural information by gradually polishing the surface or actually removing material. [3, 4] He and Ne have lower mass than Ga which allows for a far more precise and controlled nanomachining process. The ability to choose the source ion in one multi-beam ion microscope provides new opportunities to image samples intelligently and allow scientific insights into both the exterior and interior nanoscale structures of samples.
In this presentation, we will discuss in-depth these advantages using He and Ne ion beams for imaging and provide examples to further demonstrate these features. The first example is using Ne ion beam to clean a sample to see grain orientations. Fig. 1 shows the images of Cu structures before and after the Ne ion beam cleaning. The sample was covered by a layer of contamination (containing oxide particles and a carbohydrate layer coating). He ion beam scanning cannot efficiently remove this contamination layer (see Fig. 1a ). In contrast, the Ne ion beam was strong enough to polish the sample surface and remove the surface contamination layer. Then the surface grain orientations were clearly shown in both He and Ne ion beam images (Fig. 1b and c) . The contrast of Ne ion beam is better than that of He ion beam because of the stronger ion channel effect of Ne ions. Unlike a gallium focused ion beam (Ga-FIB), a Ne ion beam can precisely control the nanomachining process with minimal beam damage.
The second example is a biological specimen. The goal was to compare HIM imaging with traditional SEM and also study the interior structures of a biological sample using the Ne ion beam milling capability. The resolution attained using HIM imaging is far greater than that obtained from a traditional 
